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Abstract

Policy-making is embedded in a diversity of publics. While it has been a fringe develop-
ment in ecological ethics earlier (e.g. Land Ethics, Deep Ecology), it has become conventional
to consider non-human publics a part of the policy network. This panel centers around the
construction of climate change publics, focusing on the representations of climate for policy,
and on the purifications, translations and visualizations at work in the process of picturing
climate change. We particularly encourage papers from STS, visual studies and discourse
theory.
Representations of nature vary from nature as näıve reality to nature as a moral impera-
tive, as artifice or as commodity. Throughout western history, nature has been pictured
as a mostly independent entity, opposed to culture. In representations of climate change,
such images return but require a more intricate work of what Latour calls ‘purification’, as
climate change concerns a particular entanglement of nature with culture, thereby polluting
the ‘bifurcation of nature’. The awarding of the Nobel peace prize to the IPCC indicates
political and natural are intertwined around ‘climate’. Images of climate change often involve
separating and then re-relating these spheres, and this panel investigates how that is done.
In particular, we encourage papers investigating representations of climate change and global
warming geared at a variety of forms of policy, ranging from (supra)national governmental
policy to corporate policy images. One can also think of constructions of climate change by
think tanks to those proffered by social movements, pressure groups and NGO’s as well as
its representations in the 2014 People’s March for Climate Change or popular culture. This
opens a particularly interesting field of representation, as ‘climate’ is a construct assembled
from a variety of variables and domains, relating experts in various fields to heterogeneous
publics, using various techniques of visualization in a highly fragmented policy field.
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